Understanding the atomic-scale structures of surfaces and interfaces is essential to control the functional properties of many materials and devices. Recent advances in aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) have made possible to directly characterize localized structures in materials, especially at interfaces, in both atomic structures and chemistry. In STEM, a finely focused electron probe is scanned across the specimen and the transmitted and/or scattered electrons from a localized volume of the material are detected by the post-specimen detector(s). By controlling the detector geometry, we gain flexibility in determining the contrast characteristics of the STEM images and the formation mechanisms involved.
By elaborating special detector geometries, we can image local electromagnetic fields inside materials through differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging techniques [1, 2] . We have been continuously developing very fast area detectors that are capable of atomic-resolution STEM imaging. These area detectors can obtain 16 simultaneous atomic-resolution STEM images which are sensitive to the spatial distribution of scattered electrons on the detector plane [3] . By applying these area detectors, atomicresolution DPC STEM imaging has been realized [4] . Comparing with the simultaneous ADF image, disks of rotating color contrast are seen at each atomic column position in the electric field vector map. The direction of rotating color contrast is the same in all the atomic columns irrespective of the atomic species, visualizing that the (projected) atomic electric field points outward from the center of the atomic columns. Thus, we can now directly visualize electric field distribution within single atoms: the electric field between positive atomic nucleus and negative electron clouds. Converting such local electric field into total charge density, we can map total charge density distribution inside atoms as shown in Figure 2 [7]. We are able to map the spatial distribution of the electron cloud within individual atomic columns. We also found that DPC STEM imaging is very powerful to directly characterize many interesting internal electromagnetic structures in devices and materials which cannot be observed by normal STEM imaging techniques using annular type detectors. In this presentation, current status of our atomic-resolution DPC STEM developments and future directions will be discussed. 
